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Analytic Methods for Lawyers 

Draft Syllabus Fall 2014 

Professor Seth J. Chandler 

 

Summary 

 

In a recent Harvard survey, lawyers at major firms ranked Analytic Methods as one of the most valuable 

skills for new attorneys. This course meets that demand by developing students’ skills in analytic 

methods likely to be used in the practice of law. There is a heavy emphasis on use of computer 

programming via a spreadsheet (Excel/Google Spreadsheets), a public domain language (R),  and a 

proprietary language (Mathematica) to relieve students from the burdens of computation while 

emphasizing the fundamental concepts as well as analysis of more complex problems. This is a hands-on 

course in which the instructor will substantially use videos to supplement readings outside the 

classroom and dedicate the classroom significantly to live experimentation designed to foster the skills 

of the student in conducting not only basic data analysis by themselves but also to help a new lawyer to 

work with (or cross-examine) experts in these fields who may appear in transactions involving tax, 

corporate matters, discrimination lawsuits, family matters and many other arenas. The substantive 

areas emphasized will be (1) statistics/machine learning, which is often useful in analyzing data and 

examining expert witnesses; (2) decision analysis and game theory, often used both by business people 

and useful to lawyers making strategic decisions; (3) finance, frequently used in transactional law as well 

as litigation; and (4)”big data” (both textual and numeric), including its management and analysis. 

 

 

Prerequisites 

 

There are no prerequisites for this course.  Students who are mathphobic or who have not performed 

well in math classes, however, should not enroll in this course without discussing the matter with the 

instructor. Some computer programming experience is also useful background, with knowledge of R, 

Java, C, Lisp, Python, XML (not really a language), Maple, Mathematica or Matlab particularly helpful. (R 

and Mathematica both make heavy use of something known as a “lambda expression”; if you have 

encountered this idea in other programming languages, you will find it helpful.  If not, don’t worry about 

it). No knowledge of any of these languages is assumed, however.  

 

Grading 

 

This is a skills course.  As such, you will be graded on approximately 14 problem sets (40%), a midterm 

(15%) and a final examination (45%).  For the problem sets, you are permitted (and encouraged) to work 

as a pair and any such pairing will receive a single grade. I will retain only your 10 highest problem set 

grades. All problem sets, midterm and final exam are open book and open Internet. We will review the 

homework in the class following its submission on as needed basis. 
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Methods 

 

I will attempt to produce video lectures for this course that you can watch in advance. They will provide 

basic instruction and an orientation to useful materials.  I will not use the “Socratic Method” in this 

course and it is unlikely you will be reading any legal cases. Instead, this course will be problem oriented 

showing how analytic and computational techniques can be used to help resolve issues you are likely to 

confront in legal practice, be that litigation or transactional work and, to some extent, in your personal 

lives. Class will largely consist of instructor-guided efforts to tackle representative problems. 

 

Materials 

 

You will need to obtain a copy of the R language for this course (which is free), an account that lets you 

access Google Drive (also free), and a copy of Mathematica, which should be in Version 10 by the time 

the course begins and which should be available either free or for a low cost through a software license 

from the University. 

 

Example problems 

 

Here are examples of the types of problems you should be able to tackle by the end of this course.  

 

1. You represent the defendant in an automobile accident case in which your client negligently ran over 

a 50 year old plumber smoking on the sidewalk resulting in his become a quadriplegic. The plumber’s 

income in the preceding years had been $40,000, $25,000 and $50,000. The plaintiff’s expert estimates 

the loss of wages as $1,313,890, which, she says, is the actuarial present value of $50,000 inflated at 4% 

per annum, survival discounted using standard unisex mortality tables promulgated by the Society of 

Actuaries, and further discounted at the 1% rate of discount the plaintiff could make in safe certificates 

of deposit. Cross examine the expert and assist your own expert in developing a better estimate and 

model of damages. Hint: a good argument can be made that the correct measure of lost wages is more 

like $430,000. 

 

2. There have been reports by consumers to the state insurance commissioner that fertility clinics are 

charging excessive prices for “insurance” against the failure of fertility treatments to succeed. The idea is 

that the customer has a choice of either paying $x per cycle or a flat fee of $y (where y>x) in which case 

the fertility clinic will continue to permit the patient to undergo up to n cycles of treatment without an 

additional charge.  Moreover, if the patient has not become successfully pregnant at the end of n cycles, 

the patient gets their $y back.  Discuss how you might ascertain whether the “insurance prices” of a 

particular fertility clinic were excessive. (Assume that the contract discussed here constitutes 

“insurance” that can be regulated under state law).  Suppose that Mary serves as an advisor to couples 

seeking fertility treatment.  The treatment costs $8,400 per cycle at a particular clinic, which says that its 

success rate on each cycle is 38%.  The clinic further charges $25,000 for “insurance” under which the 
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patient can have up to 4 cycles of treatment for free and gets their money back if they are not pregnant 

at the end of 4 cycles.  Pursuant to Mary’s advice, Edith, age 39, purchases the insurance.  She is “lucky” 

however and gets pregnant after the first cycle.  Edith now wants to sue Mary for her bad advice.  

Discuss the merits of the lawsuit. Mary, by the way, wishes to defend herself on grounds that the clinic’s 

alleged success rate of 38% is overstated.  I will present you with the evidence on which the clinic based 

this statistic; evaluate whether the 38% rate is appropriate. 

 

3. The National Security Agency has been monitoring a list of 994 phone calls made between 200 people 

it believes may be involved in terrorism.  Recently, the FBI, based on those phone calls and use of 

“network analysis,” has picked up your client, “Edward” for further interrogation. The FBI says it is open 

to discussing how it selected your client for heightened scrutiny.  Develop a set of relevant questions to 

ask the FBI and figure out if its network analysis was sensible.  Also, Edward says he is innocent, patriotic 

and actually wants to help the FBI find the real terrorist. Can you assist? Here, by the way, is a picture of 

the phone network provided by the FBI with your client highlighted as a diamond. 

 

 
 

 

 



Day Topic Subtopic Mathematica Commands Google Spreadsheet Commands R Commands Problem Set
Assigned Problem 
Set

Turn in 
Problem 
Set

1 Introduction
What you will be able to do by the end of this 
course Installing Mathematica Working with Google Docs Installing R 1

Proving that you 
have installed 
Mathematica and R 
and proving that you 
can use Google 
Docs

2 Introduction
Course overview plus getting and using 
Mathematica, Google Spreadsheet, R List, Set,Import,Information naming cells, sheets and regions c ,<-,read.table 2

Doing really basic 
things in Google 
Spreadsheet, 
Mathematica and R 1

3 Statistics
The concept of a distribution and a random 
variable

CDF, 
SurvivalFunction,PDF,HazardFunction,Quantil
e,RandomVariate,BernoulliDistribution,Normal
Distribution,LogNormalDistribution,Exponential
Distribution,LogisticDistribution,BetaDistributio

NORMDIST(x,mean,standarddev); 
LOGNORMDIST(x,mean,standardd
ev); RAND(); 
RANDBETWEEN(low,high) qnorm, pnorm, dnorm, etc. 2

4 Statistics Statistics of a distribution
Mean, StandardDeviation, Median, 
Kurtosis,Skew

AVERAGE,STDEV,STDEVP,KURT, 
SKEW mean,sd,median 3

Basic statistics in a 
spreadshet, in 
Mathematica and R

5 Statistics The p-value concept
LocationTest,DistributionFitTest,VarianceTest,
HypothesisTestData ZTEST chisq.test 3

6 Statistics Implementation and examples of the p-value
LocationTest,DistributionFitTest,VarianceTest,
HypothesisTestData wilcox.test, t.test 4

Problems with P-
Values

7 Statistics Regression
LinearModelFit, 
NonlinearModelFit,LogitModelFit

lm, library(nls), nls, glm with 
the family option 5

Using R and 
Mathematica to do 
linear and logistic 
regression 4

8 Statistics Bayes Law and Bayesianism 6 Bayesian reasoning 5

9
Machine 
Learning

Concepts: overfitting, cross-validation, testing, 
training, bias, variance, statistical methods v. 
machine learning Classify, Predict No 6

10
Machine 
Learning

Studied Methods: ZeroR, OneR, 
NearestNeighbors,DecisionTree,RandomFore
st,NaiveBayes; Other Methods: Neural 
Networks, Support Vector Machines Method options

11
Machine 
Learning Weka No RWeka 7

Basic machine 
learning problems in 
Weka and 
Mathematica

12
Machine 
Learning

Meta methods: feature creation; ensembles, 
bagging; boosting No 7

13
Machine 
Learning

Finding analytic functions: Eureqa and
DataModeler DataModeler`,SymbolicRegression No

14 Midterm

15 Finance Time Value and Discount
TimeValue,EffectiveInterest,Cashflow,Annuity,
AnnuityDue,FinancialBond 8

Basic finance 
problems in 
Mathematica, 
Google 
Spreadsheet and R

16 Finance
Time Value and Discount: Internal Rate of 
Return, Financial Derivatives 8

17 Finance Actuarial finance & Expectation, NExpectation integrate 9
More advanced 
problems in finance

18 Decision Theory Decision trees and backwards induction No 9

19 Decision Theory
Dealing with risk: utility, certainty equivalent
wealth, spectral measures

Solve, FindRoot, Quantile, Expectation, 
NExpectation No

uniroot, various q functions, 
integrate 10 Lawsuit settlement



20 Game Theory
Non-cooperative games in extensive form, 
strategic form and equilibrium concepts No 10

21 Game Theory Mixed solutions D, Solve No 11
Optimal bluffing in 
nuisance suits

22 Game Theory Repeated games; mechanism design Tuples No 12 11

23 Networks Network concepts and visualization

DirectedEdge, 
UndirectedEdge,Graph,RandomGraph,Highlig
htGraph 12

24 Networks Graph measures and metrics

GlobalClusteringCoefficient,FindGraphCommu
nities, DegreeCentrality, PageRankCentrality, 
BetweennessCentrality, 
HITSCentrality,KCoreComponents 13

How the NSA might 
use telephony meta 
data

25
Data and Big 
Data

Associations, Combining Associations, Joins, 
Management; the MapReduce concept

Association,Dataset,GroupBy,Keys,Values,Co
mbine,JoinAcross, 13

26 Text Analysis 14
Analyzing deposition
transcripts

27 Clouds Clouds CloudDeploy,APIFunction,FormFunction 14

28
Extra day if we 
have one

This is a draft 


